


Jemsoft is a cognitive software 
company with a strong focus on 
and proven success within the 
field of artificial intelligence.

WELCOME



Jemsoft’s focus is on finding, developing and 
commercialising world leading intellectual 
property whilst identifying, retaining and 
extracting residual value from those processes.
Where focus must be 
divulged from the path 
of pure innovation and 
creation of value, Jemsoft 
strives to build sector 
specific subsidiary 
companies.

These companies focus on 
the sales, marketing, and 
distribution of licenses to or 
appropriations of Jemsoft’s 
intellectual property and 
information product, whilst 
identifying market needs and 
intrinsic value and passing 
such back to Jemsoft.

Each of these companies 
must attain good will and deep 
industrial relationships, and this 
is to be achieved through the 
recruiting of industry profiles. 
Media Intelligence Co, with 
Prof. Karen Nelson-Field is the 
first material example of the 
process in motion.

OVERVIEW



MANAGEMENT

Jordan is a highly experienced, 
business oriented systems level 
software engineer and solutions 
architect, with specialty in translating 
highly technical solutions and 
software / intellectual property 
assets into clear and concise value 
propositions for businesses. 

Jordan has architected solutions for 
direct consumption and deployment 
by fortune 100 and 500 companies 
in the US, EU, Chinese and Asian 
Pacific markets. Jordan brings the 
unmatched vision and idealism 
to the board paired with reserved 
decision making and the open-
mindedness of youth.

Co-founder
Chief Executive Officer



MANAGEMENT

Emily has experience in business 
processes, policies, procedures and 
governance principles. She has five 
years of experience in government, 
taxation and four years experience in 
development, business analysis and 
project management practices. 

Emily runs the day to day operations 
with impeccable attention to detail 
and ensures the business delivers 
on the goals that she and Jordan 
develop as a management team.

Co-founder
Chief Operating Officer



SUBSIDIARY BUSINESSES

> (100% Owned)
> Management
> Intellectual property 

development 
> Holding of Assets
> Proprietary Data Sales



SUBSIDIARY BUSINESSES

> (51% Owned)
> Media Sector Specific
> Marketing
> Sales
> Distribution
> Licensing



WELCOME

Building cutting-edge 
media measurement 
technologies and real-time 
media research solutions. 

Media Intelligence Co. is all 
about understanding the 
empirical drivers of brand 
growth and serving global 
brands.



MEDIA INTELLIGENCE CO.

Media Intelligence Co has a three year contract 
with ThinkTV to provide use of its brand and 
access to its technology for a retainer of 
$500,000 AUD per annum. Additional research 
contracts of up to $2 Million AUD per annum are 
available, of which $400,000 AUD have been 
contracted thus far this financial year.



Dr Karen Nelson-Field, a global 
authority in digital research and 
renowned academic, is also the 
Professor of Media Innovation at the 
University of Adelaide and is globally 
recognised as an innovator in 
media research. Her work has been 
referenced by the likes of Forbes, 
Fox Business, Bloomberg Business 
and AdAge, and her book, Viral 

Marketing: The Science of Sharing, is 
a best seller in its category.
Karen heads Media Intelligence Co 
in its mission to bring transparency 
and increased ROI to the media 
sector through the use of Jemsoft’s 
cognitive computing technologies.

Founder & Director

MEDIA INTELLIGENCE CO.



As a self-sufficient and independent media research and measurement firm, 
Media Intelligence Co provides Xped with a clear path through which to explore 
the opportunities presented by potential synergies between programmatic 
advertising and connected devices, vehicles and smart homes.

MEDIA INTELLIGENCE CO.



INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

Patent Number: WO2016004461 A1

Application Number:  PCT/AU2015/000397

Priority Date: 10 July 2014



FACE DETECTION

A video based access control 
system is trained to detect 
faces and determine if they 
are obscured or not.
Access to a premises is 
automatically granted to 
people with a clearly visible 
face and denied to people 
with an obscured face thus 
offering unimpeded access 

to premises for legitimate 
clients and potential clients 
whilst offering a first line 
defence against masked 
bandits or the like.



INTELLECTUAL PROPERTYINTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

The computer vision API that gives 
you total control and flexibility.



MONOCULAR COGNITIVE

Monocular is the world’s first 
cloud based computer vision 
platform that may be trained 
by both technical and non-
technical users.

Offline Deployment
Monocular may be 
deployed to the cloud, at 
the edge, or offline.



MONOCULAR COGNITIVE

Monocular, its account management and 
dashboard components, and its user 
trainable functionality in particular, will 
become integral components of the Xped 
smart home and internet of things offerings.

The foundation of the monocular platform shall 
form that base of Xped’s managed and private 
cloud service offerings, providing a significant 
reduction in the resources required and time to 
market of Xped’s Internet of Things offerings.



INTELLECTUAL PROPERTYINTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

The foundation for scale.



DATA CENTRE OCHESTRATION

Monocular and the proprietary service-oriented 
architecture behind it have been used at scale by 
members of the fortune 500. The platform has been 
used in projects in partnership with Unilever, Mars 
and Google at a global level in Asia, the United 
States and Europe. 



INTELLECTUAL PROPERTYINTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

The heavy lifter library.



INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

Xped’s engineering team will work to port Jemlib 
to work run in an embedded environment on our 
smart home and industrial gateways, providing 
unparalleled native computer vision capabilities 
out of the box.



JEMLIB

Jemlib is the brains behind the monocular stack. 
Built from the ground up in c++, making use of best 
in class machine learning libraries such as UC 
Berkeley’s Caffe, and with proprietary algorithms 
and abstraction throughout, Jemlib is a best-in-
class machine learning library.
Accessible in Node.js
100% of Jemlib has node.
js bindings via Google’s V8 
javascript engine, meaning the 
full cognitive power of Jemlib 
can be used natively by any 
node.js application.

Due to this flexibility, there are 
plans to release SDKs for both 
Android and iOS in the near 
future.

Embedded Excellence
Being written in pure c++, Jemlib 
is the perfect candidate for 
deployment in an embedded, 
FPGA, or SoC environment.
Jemlib can run parallel on any 
number of CPU or GPU cores, 
and is able to make use of 
NVIDIA’s Cuda and CUDNN 
frameworks where available for 
best in class performance.



THANK YOU


